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Bundle Binding in Polyelectrolyte Solutions
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(Received 27 May 1998)

Stiff polyelectrolytes are found to spontaneously form oriented bundles. Conditions under whic
bundling occurs are found. Molecular dynamics simulations show that divalent counterions a
necessary, and the chains must be sufficiently long and stiff. No aggregation occurs for monoval
counterions. For flexible or short chains, aggregation occurs but bundle formation does not. Beca
of dynamical constraints, the systems tend to order into a network of connected bundles, not a sin
bundle. [S0031-9007(98)08120-4]

PACS numbers: 61.25.Hq, 61.20.Ja, 87.15.Nn, 87.15.He
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There has been much recent interest in systems
stiff polyelectrolyte systems, because in these syste
net attractive interactions occur between the like-charg
macroions [1–6]. The general question of when do lik
charged macroions attract has much interest, because
counterintuitive and effects the system structure strong
Furthermore, DNA is one of the archtypes and thus the
are biological implications. Recently, it has been show
that parallel, charged rods can attract due to fluctuatio
in the counterion distribution [4–6].

In this Letter, simulations of model stiff polyelec-
trolytes are presented which demonstrate not only agg
gation in three dimensions, but also spontaneous bun
formation. The previous works restricted the chain (us
ally a charged cylinder) center to a plane with the cha
perpendicular to the plane. Such restrictions are not p
on the chains in this work, and various physical param
ters are varied. Specifically, the nature of the aggr
gate structure is examined for varying chain length (a
thus total charge), chain flexibility, monomer density, an
counterion valencezc.

The model used is an extension of earlier polyele
trolyte simulations [7]. The system is modeled asM
beadspring chains withN beads. Each bead is charge
so that in the model the bond length equals the char
separation along the backbone,b  a. The counterions
are explicitly treated. All charged particles interact vi
the Coulomb potential

uijsrd  qiqjkBTlyr , (1)

where qi is the charge on particlei and l  e2yekBT
with e the dielectric constant of the solution (water). Fo
these simulations we used the particle-particle partic
mesh algorithm to calculate the long-range Coulomb i
teractions [8,9]. The solvent is modeled by a uniform
dielectric background. The Coulomb coupling strength
determined by the Bjerrum lengthl. In water at room
temperature,l  7 Å. The average charge separation,a
is fixed at1.1s by the bond potential (see below). Th
value of l  3.2s corresponds toa  2.5 Å. Particu-
larly, for divalent ions this is within the counterion con
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densation regime. Most polyelectrolytes have larger rad
For example, DNA has a radius of about 10 Å. Howeve
the key quantity is the distance of nearest approach
the monomer charge and the solvent ions, and for th
distance the diameters are within the physical range. T
effect of the monomer radius will mainly be discussed i
a future full length paper, and see Ref. [5].

The bond potential is the standard FENE (finite exten
sible, nonlinear elastic) potential with spring constan
k  7, and maximum extent,R0  2 [10], where here,
as throughout the Letter, Lennard-Jones units are us
All particles interact via a repulsive Lennard-Jones (RLJ
potential with the cutoff at21y6dion wheredion is the ion
diameter. The chains are given an intrinsic stiffness b
including a bond bending potential,kbsu 2 u0d2, where
u0  180± and the spring constantkb is varied from
0 to 60.

The dynamics of the system is performed at consta
temperature,T  1.2, using the Langevin thermostat with
damping constantG  1, and time step0.015 [11].
For N  32 and 64 at monomer densityr  0.01, the
total integration times are about4 3 105 and 8 3 105

time steps, respectively. The total simulation time i
large enough that chains could diffuse more than th
average interchain distance. This is an important issu
particularly for the cases that do not aggregate.

In Fig. 1, we show the most dramatic ordering of th
stiff polyelectrolytes for divalent counterions. The chain
bind together primarily in two bundles oriented perpen
dicular to each other. The periodic images show that
connected network of bundles is formed. In the initia
configuration the chains were randomly oriented. Th
bundling is in part due to attraction between two chain
due to counterion fluctuations [4–6]. Structures sim
lar to that in Fig. 1 have been observed in experimen
on biopolyelectrolytes [3]. This attraction by counterion
fluctuation brings two parallel chains together [12]. Th
present simulations show that pairs of chains also like
aggregate, and that they can align themselves when th
are not oriented parallel. Aggregation occurs quite ge
erally with multivalent counterions. As discussed below
© 1998 The American Physical Society 101
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FIG. 1. Bundle configuration ofN  64, M  16, kb  60,
and zc  2 system at r  0.01. The figure shows four
periodic images in order to exhibit the connecting chain
between bundles; there are only two bundles in the simulati
cell. The counterions are the dark spheres and the monom
are the light spheres.

aggregation occurs independent of chain lengths and
trinsic stiffness. On the other hand, bundle formatio
depends on these parameters, and there tends to be f
tration of ordering into a single bundle.

In general, the initial aggregation occurs rather quickl
However, ordering within aggregates is slow, becau
chain motion is strongly constrained by other chains.
chain in a bundle must reptate along its backbone taki
much longer to diffuse. The total system energy decreas
slowly once the system has aggregated. The average s
tem energy reaches a constant value in all the simu
tions. For systems that form bundles, a minimum ener
is reached once the system has organized into multip
bundles and is stable for several hundred thousand ti
steps. The energy of a system forming a single bund
is lower than the multibundle state. It is clear that th
multibundle state is metastable and any transition wou
occur only after a long time. Chains within a bundle ar
strongly bound to each other, as will be demonstrate
A transition of a chain from one bundle to another i
extremely slow. The chain dynamics in these simul
tions imply that transformations of two bundles into on
will take orders of magnitude longer than the total simu
lation times performed here. Thus any transition to
single bundle is beyond the capabilities of the prese
simulations.

Even at low densities constraints on the chain dynami
frustrate bundling. In particular, consider two chains th
overlap at some point. For example, they cross to for
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an “X”. A third chain randomly placed near the firs
two will likely end up between one set of the legs o
the X and not in the plane of the X. The two chains i
the X cannot become parallel without the chain betwe
them moving out of the way. Such dynamics is seen
these simulations. Another typical constraint at densiti
above overlap is that multiple bundles form and the en
of chains in one bundle are connected to two others (e
Fig. 1). There is then no preferred direction for the chai
to move in order to reduce the number of bundles. T
chains are likely to oscillate within their bundle for long
times before moving to another bundle.

We now describe the nature of the system structu
as various parameters are varied. Figure 2 shows
interchain monomer-monomer radial distribution functio
gmmsrd. A very large peak occurs atr  2 due to the
presence of an ionic triplet [13] where a divalent ion
between two monomers on separate chains. The p
height monotonically increases with the chain length,
equivalently, the total chain charge. This is consiste
with the expectation that the attraction between chai
grows with total charge. For the two larger chain length
N  32 and 64, a shoulder exists atr  4, due to ionic
quintuplets. Thus, there are many sets of ionic quintuple
connecting 3 chains for theseN . The Coulomb energy
of just the ions of an ionic triplet is211.2kBT . Such a
large negative energy suggests that the ionic triplet wou
be very stable in comparison to a free counterion, a
that a pair of chains containing many ionic triplets ar
even more strongly bound to each other. Note that with
a bundle a counterion need not be bound to a monom
to possess the energy of an ionic triplet. The counteri

FIG. 2. The interchain monomer-monomer radial distributio
function as a function of chain length forr  0.01. From
largest main peak to smallest, the chain lengths are 64, 32,
and 8 forzc  2 (solid lines). The dotted line is forN  32
andzc  1.
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can move between two parallel chains and still be in a
ionic triplet. Trajectories show this occurs. In fact, the
counterions diffuse rapidly in comparison with the chain
as they move unimpeded within the bundle network.

An indication of the change in the system order is th
crossover ofgmm betweenN  16 andN  32 at r . 7.
This implies that atr . 7, one is more likely to find a pair
of monomers on separate chains atN  16 thanN  32.
If all the chains were in a bundle of radiusrb, then for
r . rb the gmmsrd would be zero. On the other hand
if the chains aggregate, but do not bundle, thengmmsrd
will decay more slowly. Thegmm data imply that the
aggregation of the chains yields a tighter, more bundle
structure asN increases.

Divalent ions are critical for the aggregation. Figure
shows thegmmsrd for N  32 and monovalent counter-
ions. In contrast to the peak present in the divalent sy
tems, the monovalentgmm exhibits a correlation hole
indicating the chains effectively repel each other. Th
is consistent with the body of literature which finds tha
divalent ions are necessary for short-range attraction b
tween like-charged macroions [5,6,14,15]. For mono
valent ions attraction could occur, but the counterio
diameter would have to be unphysically smaller.

The number of counterions “condensed” on the chain
in divalent solution is extremely large and clearly drive
the aggregation. The distance between a counterion a
a chain is calculated as the minimum of the distanc
between the counterion and all the monomers of the cha
[16]. The number of condensed counterions,nc, is taken
to be the average number of counterions within1.5s of
the chain. For the system in Fig. 1nc is 0.80N . Given
the counterions are divalent, the amount of charge nea
chain is 1.6N; there is overcharging of single chains. To
attain a charge greater thanN depends on the sharing of
the counterions among multiple chains. Overcharging
the chains yields chain-chain attraction and aggregatio
For N  32 and 16,nc  0.78N and 0.67N , respectively.
Even for the N  8, nc  0.56N yields a counterion
charge greater thanN . These results are consistent with
the peaks present in Fig. 2.

The orientational order in the system can be determin
by examining the following correlation function. Letn̂i

be the unit vector in the direction of the end-to-end vecto
R for the ith chain. A correlation function that indicates
the presence of nematic ordering is the second ord
angular correlation function in the spherical harmoni
expansion [17]

g220srd  1 1
5
2

k
P

ifij dsr 2 rijd f3sn̂i ? n̂jd2 2 1gl
4prMr2 .

(2)

This function is chosen over the other second ord
functions, because it is a function ofn̂2 so that the sign
of n̂ is unimportant as it is in this case. The position
r is taken to be the position of the middle monome
n
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FIG. 3. Theg220 radial distribution function as a function of
chain length forr  0.01 and zc  2. The chain lengths are
N  64 (solid line), 32 (long-dashed line), 16 (short-dashe
line), and 8 (dotted line).

A maximum occurs when chains are aligned paralle
Figure 3 shows a plot ofg220 for the same divalent
systems as Fig. 2. The data are noisier than in Fig.
because here the number of contributions isM2 instead
of sNMd2. Nonetheless, theN  64 and 32 show very
large peaks atr  2 due to pairs of chains being strongly
aligned. The correlated order between chains does
decay for theseN until large chain separations (r $ 10)
corresponding to the size of the bundles. However,
N decreases andr increases, the alignment disappear
Thus, bundling requires sufficiently largeN.

We have seen that bundling occurs for stiff, lon
chains, and when the chain length decreases, the deg
of bundling decreases. Presumably, the same will happ
as the chain stiffness decreases. Particularly for dival
counterions in the condensation regime, the screening
the monomer-monomer Coulomb repulsion will be stron
A fully flexible chain is as coiled as a neutral chain [18
Figure 4 showsgmm for a range ofkb . Aggregation
occurs even forkb  0, but betweenkb  20 and 3 a
qualitative change occurs in the form ofgmm. For the
stiffer chains the initial peak is higher, occurs at the ion
triplet separation, and decays faster beyond the bun
width. For the floppier chains the peak becomes ve
broad and shifts to largerr. A flexible chain can form
ionic triplets between its own monomers, thus shieldin
monomers from other chains and shifting the peak
gmm. Examination of configuration images shows th
at kb  20 subsets of chains form bundles which the
are connected to other similar bundles to form a fibro
three-dimensional network structure. Atkb  3, bundles
do not form at all. Instead the chains aggregate into
“hairy” mess.
103
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FIG. 4. The interchain monomer-monomer radial distributio
function as a function ofkb for N  64, r  0.01, andzc  2.
From largest main peak to smallest, thekb are 60 (solid line),
20 (long-dashed line), 3 (short-dashed line), and 0 (dotted lin

Since these systems aggregate, it is natural to a
whether phase separation would occur. The osmo
pressure for the aggregating systems is very small and
some cases the average is negative. A negative pres
would imply that the phase point is in a coexistenc
region. Such coexistence regions have been predicted
systems with multivalent counterions [19,20]. The sig
of the pressure is not that significant. If the magnitude
very small, then it is likely to be smaller than the pressu
at very dilute concentrations which will approximatel
be rkBT . In that case, there must be a van der Waa
loop and coexistence in the equilibrium phase diagra
To test this point requires a different set of calculation
such as constant pressure simulations. A few const
pressure simulations [21] have been performed on t
larger systems. The system contracts to the density
0.1 which is that within the bundles. In the process
contracting, the multiple bundles merge, but do not orie
Again, it may become an oriented bundle, but only o
time scales way beyond what can be simulated.

Another important issue is the system size, partic
larly the number of chains,M, in the simulations. For
the present set of simulations one cannot determine
structure of the bundle network that occurs for the long
chains. ForN  8 and 16, there is not much concern sinc
M  64 for these smaller chains. In these cases, the c
length is larger than the chain length. Even the aggreg
does not span the cell. The Coulomb interactions outs
the aggregate are strongly screened. For aggregates
do not span the simulation cell, the system sizes are clea
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sufficient. However, for the larger chains at the high
densities such as in Fig. 1, the situation requires mo
testing. ForN  32 and 64 withM  16 atr  0.01, the
chain lengths are longer than the cell length. Simulation
were performed forN  32 and 50 with M  50 to
achieve cell lengths greater than the chain lengths. T
data for these simulations are consistent with the small
systems’ data (i.e., Figs. 2–4). Moreover, the tendenc
for multiple bundles to form is even more pronounced.

The seemingly odd phenomenon of attraction be
tween like-charged polymers is already well founde
[1,5,6,14,15] and further confirmed here. The prese
work shows that under the right circumstances ordere
structures can result and the dynamics of the interactio
are important because metastable states easily occur.
particular, stiff chains can spontaneously orient them
selves into multiple bundles. The bundles tend to form
a network superstructure, because their motion is high
constrained.
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